1 Read Jamila's diary.

**Thursday:** buy new notebook

**Friday:** 9am - watch 'Top Tips' on TV

**Saturday:** go to the park

**Sunday:** walk to school

**Monday:** do maths homework

**Tuesday:** take plant to school

**Wednesday:** go to Yasmin's house after school

Complete the questions. Use *will* or *going to* and the correct verb form.

Example 1: What _______ Jamila _______ do on Thursday?

Example 2: What _______ Jamila _______ watch on TV on Friday?

1 Where _______ Jamila _______ go on Saturday?

2 What _______ Jamila _______ do on Sunday?

3 What _______ Jamila _______ on Monday?

4 What _______ Jamila _______ do on Tuesday?

5 Where _______ Jamila _______ on Wednesday after school?
2 **Write five more sentences about the future. Use will or going to.**

Example: **On Thursday she is going to buy a new notebook.**

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3 **Complete the ing and ed words in the crossword.**

Example: Using a pencil to make a text.

Cleaned with a cloth.

Moving smoothly on wheels or ice.

Cooked in an oven.

Wishing for something.

Disliked.

Shut.

Chewing.

Enjoyed something.

Glowing or making a light.

Moving your hand from side to side.
4 Write sentences with the *ing* and *ed* words.

Example: The teacher asked Samia to wipe all the *writing* off the board.
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